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Introduction

Filled Pauses (FP) are one of the most common elements in everyday

speech (Rose, 1998). Yet, FPs get comparably little treatment in second

language (L2) teaching curricula.

Possible reasons:

• FP use is stigmatized.

• Research on FPs widely dispersed, therefore inaccessible.

Goals for this talk:

• Address above problems.

• Make argument for teaching FPs in L2 education.
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Background

Hesitation Phenomena: speech phenomena which impede the normal rate

of speech output (Goldman-Eisler, 1961; Maclay and Osgood, 1959).

• Filled pauses (uh, um, er, erm, este, ano)

• Silent pauses (duration > 0.5s)

• False starts (I want... I’ll have the fish special)

• Restarts (I wanna I wanna get some lunch)

• Repeats (I went to the the store yesterday)

• Lengthenings (I went to the- store)

Although FPs can be classified as HP, they show some crucial differences

from other HP in practice. → more soon...
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Dispelling myths

Use of FPs is stigmatized.

• Public speaking:

“Um sounds dumb! uh sounds like duh!” (from a Toastmaster’s

International talking points memo)

• ESL textbook:

“If you use [FPs] too often you sound stupid” (from Viney and Viney,

1996).

• FPs used as a theatric device to indicate anxiety, dishonesty

Does the evidence back up this popular wisdom?
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FPs are not related to intelligence.

• FP use is not a reliable predictor of intelligence (Bernstein, 1962).

• Academicians have normal rate of occurrence (Schachter et al., 1991).

Silent pauses (SP) are more reliable than FPs as predictors of

• anxiety (Christenfeld, 1995).

• deception (Benus et al., 2006).
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Grice’s cooperative principle (Grice, 1975, p. 67): “Make your

conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it

occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which

you are engaged.”

Four Maxims:

• Quality

• Quantity

• Relevance

• Manner

Flouting a maxim leads to conversational implicature.

A: Would you like to win a million dollars?

B: Is the pope catholic? (Implicature: “Yes, I do, and this is so obvious

as not to require asking.”)
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Grice’s Maxim of Manner: Be brief, Be orderly (Grice, 1975).

Hesitation triggers conversational implicature. Thus, the speaker must

give some warning or account of it in order to prevent such implicature.

I assume therefore that FPs are conventionalized markers of hesitation

(cf., Clark, 1994; Clark and Fox Tree, 2002). As such, they warn the

listener of upcoming or ongoing hesitation, thereby blocking

conversational implicature.

Their role as conventionalized overt markers of hesitation means that they

do lead the hearer to infer that the speaker is experiencing some sort of

increased cognitive load during their production.

Other HP coincide with hesitation, but they are not conventionalized

markers of hesitation. Hence, their occurrence leads to conversational

implicature (e.g., judgments of anxiety, dishonesty, etc.)
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Discourse management

Discourse markers

• Discourse status of entities (Arnold et al., 2004)

the cat → given; the uh cat → new

Turn-taking (Sacks et al., 1974)

• Holding a turn (Ball, 1975; Beattie, 1977; d’Urso and Zammuner,

1990)
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Dispreferred seconds in adjacency pairs (cf., Davidson, 1985)

A: Would you like to see a movie?

B: No thank you.

B′: Uh, no thank you.
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Problems for L2 leaners

Cross-linguistic differences

• Phonemic forms of FPs (cf., Clark and Fox Tree, 2002)

– English: /�/, /�m/
– French: /÷m/
– Spanish: /E.stE/
– Japanese: /A.no:/, /E:.to/

• Usage

Japanese: /Ano:/ used differently than /E:to/ (Emmett, 1998).

Pause filler sequences judged differently in English and Spanish

(Scarcella, 1993).

Perceptual difficulty (Leeson, 1970; Voss, 1979)

Actual: A contract um is when ...

Perceived: A contractor is when ...
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FPs in the curriculum

Communicative Competence (Canale and Swain, 1980)

• Linguistic competence

Perceptual difficulties prevent focus on form (Doughty and Williams,

1998).

• Pragmatic competence

Native-like use of FPs helps learners adhere to pragmatic constraints.

• Strategic competence

Use of FPs helps learners overcome fluency problems (cf., Guillot,

1999).
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FPs in the curriculum

Three recommendations:

1. Encourage use of target language phonemic forms of FPs.

2. Give early, varied, and frequent exposure.

3. Evaluate fluency in terms of native-like pausing patterns.
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Conclusions

• FPs are not meaningless intrusions in speech.

• FPs are fundamentally overt markers of hesitation, produced in

accordance with the Gricean maxim of manner.

• FPs should be addressed in L2 teaching.



Thank You!
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